Scheduling landings of aircrafts is an essential problem which is continuously solved as part of the daily operations of an airport control tower. All planes in the airspace of an airport are to be assigned to landing slots by the responsible air-trac controller. The support of this decision problem with suited optimization approaches has a long lasting tradition in operations research.
Introduction
With increasing levels of air trac, an ecient planning and execution of airport operations becomes more and more important. An essential problem in this context is the aircraft landing problem (ALP), which aims at supporting air-trac controllers in scheduling landings of all planes in the airspace of an airport to its runway(s). For each single plane a landing time within a prespecied time window, which depends on the remaining distance to be covered, the plane's maximum and minimum velocity and 1 the remaining fuel, is to be determined such that landing separation criteria due to air turbulence specied for each pair of planes are observed. A detailed description of the operational characteristics of ALP are provided by Beasley et al. (2000) . Preceding research on the ALP focuses on one of the following objectives:
• Minimize the remaining fuel costs of all planes to be landed by meeting their most economic target landing times at preferred speed (Ernst et al., 1999 ; Beasley at al., 2000; Pinol and Beasley, 2006 ).
• Minimize the deviation to target landing times, which are planned in a mid-term horizon and published in the ight schedule (Beasley et • Reduce perturbation of successively determined plans in a rolling horizon (online problem) by minimizing a displacement function (Beasley et al., 2004 ).
Thus far, none of the previous approaches considers the impact of the landing schedule on the workload of ground sta. In general, the ground sta working at the airport can be separated into two groups with regard to their aliation. The rst group are airport employees which are, for instance, engaged with unloading baggage, the fueling of planes and security checks. Whenever several big planes which carry plenty of passengers are assigned to landing slots in direct succession, workload of all operators can increase dramatically leading to an increase in waiting queues of passengers (diminishing customer satisfaction) or additional manpower and thus increasing wage costs. On the other hand, a sequence of small aircrafts with only few passengers causes idle time.
The second group of airline employees is engaged with operations like cleaning planes, relling of catering supply and maintenance checks. Here, successive landings of planes of the same airline (especially those carrying plenty passengers) alternated with periods without landings of the respective airline likewise cause high workload and idle time, respectively. It thus seems suggestive to generate landing schedules which lead to balanced workloads of ground sta. Note that even if the services are subcontracted to third-party service providers, the airport and airlines will also prot from balanced workloads, as the resulting cost advantages should lower service prices at least in the mid-term. In order to yield such balanced schedules, we dene a target rate, which is based on the assumption that planned passenger arrivals and/or landings can be evenly spread over the planning horizon, so that actual landings should approximate this rate as close as possible.
The basic idea of leveling is borrowed from the famous Toyota Production System (see Monden, 1998) , where a level scheduling (see Kubiak, 1993; Boysen et al., 2007a ) of the nal production stage (here, the runway schedule) facilitates the Just-in-Time principle.
Subassemblies (here, ground sta services) are smoothly pulled o preceding (here, also succeeding) production stages, so that enlarged safety stocks (here, additional manpower) become obsolete. Three dierent objectives minimizing the deviation of actual form ideal schedules are investigated:
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• To level the workload of airport employees a runway schedule is to be determined, such that the number of passengers carried by landing aircraft are evenly spread over the planning horizon.
• Whenever the planes of an airline carry a comparable number of passengers, it is sucient to spread the landings per airline equally over the planning horizon to achieve a leveling of airline sta 's workload.
• If the number of passengers per plane diverges considerably, then, to balance the workload of airline sta, the number of passengers per airline are to be evenly spread over time.
To establish this new class of leveling objectives and to derive basic insights on the objectives' impact on the structure of the decision problem, we model the aircraft landing problem in its very basic form. A given static set of planes is to be scheduled at a single runway. The modications necessary to run such a static model to solve the underlying online problem is covered by Beasley et al. (2004) . Moreover, as is a common premise in ALP research we restrict our investigation to aircraft landings, although mixed schedules incorporating take-os can be covered as well (see Beasley et al., 2000) . The separation time due to air turbulence between adjacent planes is assumed to be equidistant, which, in the real world, only occurs when all aircrafts are of the same plane model. Otherwise, it is a simplifying assumption, which reduces the scheduling problem to a sequencing problem. Finally, earliest and latest landing times associated with each single plane are not considered. With these reductions on hand, the core problem with regard to these objectives is extracted, so that the isolated impact of the objectives, i.e. on the complexity of the problem, can be investigated.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the landing problem covered in this paper is formalized in Section 2. Subsequently all three objectives are addressed in a separate section (Sections 3 to 5), each of which presents a mathematical model, states complexity, and develops exact and heuristic solution procedures. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with insights on how to relax some of the simplifying assumptions to solve realworld aircraft landing problems.
Problem description
To extract the core problem of leveled aircraft landing we restrict the problem as follows:
• We assume that the set P of planes remains unaltered during processing a derived plan. Thus, only the static version of ALP is considered.
• Only landings of aircraft (no take-os) at a single runway are considered.
• The separation time between all pairs of planes is assumed to be equidistant. In the real world, this premise holds true if all aircraft P are of the same basic plane model and is an approximation of reality otherwise.
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A set of airlines (index a) P set plane (index p) P a subset of planes (P a ⊂ P ) belonging to airline a (index p) • Earliest and latest landing times of planes are not considered. Thus, it is assumed that no assignment restrictions between planes and slots exist.
Following these assumptions we can now deduce a general set of mathematical constraints which are shared by all ALP versions covered in this paper. The notation is summarized in Table 1 .
The input data of ALP is a given set P of planes each of which is to be assigned to a landing slot t = 1, . . . , T , where |P | = T . The assignment decision is represented by binary variables x pt , which are 1, if plane p is scheduled to land during slot t and 0 otherwise:
Each plane p is further assigned to exactly one landing slot t in the planning horizon:
On the other hand, during each slot t exactly one plane is allowed to land:
For all problem versions, we will further determine a target rate by distributing the overall number of passengers or landings evenly over the planning horizon. In order to balance the number of arriving passengers, for instance, the respective target rate is obtained by dividing the total number p∈P g p of passengers, where g p denotes the number of passengers on plane p, by the number of slots T : r = p∈P gp T . Hence, a landing sequence is sought where actual landing rates of passengers are as close as possible to the target rate, so that the deviation aggregated over all slots is minimized. Figure 1 exemplies the basic principle of leveled landing schedules.
In order to measure the overall deviation we rst need to determine a metric which quanties the actual deviation at a slot. Among the most prominent choices in the literature are absolute (also known as Manhattan or rectilinear), Euclidean or squared deviations (see Boysen et al., 2007a) . In this paper, we will focus on absolute deviations, is minimized. In this work we will pursue the min-max objective, since it minimizes the extent of the deviations while preventing that single deviations become extraordinarily high, as might occur in the min-sum case. Thus, the min-max objective has a more direct economic impact compared to min-sum, as it reduces workload peaks during a shift, so that the number of permanent sta and/or stand-by workers do not need to cover these amplitudes during shift planning.
In the following three sections we will dierentiate between three objectives and provide solution procedures for each of the problems separately.
3 Balancing the number of landed passengers ALP 1 : Minimize C(X, Y ) = max t=1,...,T |y t − t · r| (4) subject to (1)-(3) and
Equations (5) dene auxiliary integer variables y t to be the cumulative number of passengers landed up to period t. This number y t minus the optimal number of landed passengers (t · r) denotes the deviation of slot t. The maximum deviation over all slots t is to be minimized within objective function (4) .
Note that this problem has not been covered by level scheduling research for mixed-model assembly lines, thus far. However, it can be seen as a special version of the so called Output Rate Variation problem (see Bautista et al., 1996) . The problem corresponds to a model sequencing problem, where the processing times (number of passengers g p ) of dierent models (planes p ∈ P ) are to be evenly spread over the production cycles (landing slots t = 1, . . . , T ) to balance the workload at an assembly line with a single station. In its structure, the problem is also similar to the unconstrained maximum job cost sequencing problem (e.g. see Monma, 1980) , unlike the latter however, ALP 1 is NP-hard in the strong sense as is shown in the following section.
Complexity
In the following we will proof NP-hardness for ALP 1 . For this purpose we show how to transform instances of the 3-Partition problem to aircraft landing. 3-Partition is well known to be NP-hard in the strong sense (see Garey and Johnson, 1979) Transformation of 3-Partition: Consider 4q + 2 aircrafts where the rst 3q small aircrafts have passenger numbers equal to g p = r − a p ∀ p = 1, . . . , 3q, the following q large aircrafts carry g p = B + r ∀ p = 3q + 1, . . . , 4q and the last two aircrafts have g 4q+1 = r − B/2 and g 4q+2 = r + B/2 passengers where a p and B are positive integers with B/4 < a p < B/2 and r > B/2 is the desired integer target rate. The length of such an instance is polynomially bounded in q, so that any instance of 3-Partition can be transformed to such an instance of ALP 1 in polynomial time. Note that in order to ensure integer numbers of passengers in ALP 1 , B and all a j can be multiplied with a given even constant in the transformation w.l.o.g. and further that r can be any number greater than B/2 and will always result to the actual target rate for the given instance.
A simple lower bound C for ALP 1 bases on the consideration that each plane p ∈ P with g p > r (g p < r) cases least deviation, when the deviation at the previous sequence position t − 1 is
. Any bigger or smaller deviation at position t − 1 causes additional deviation at either slot t or t − 1. Obviously, the one plane with maximum deviation from target rate r constitutes the lower bound:
Note that in the considered instances the maximum absolute deviation from the target rate is B, so that C = B/2 constitutes a lower bound in this case. We will now show 6 that nding an answer to the question of whether a solution with an objective value of B/2 actually exists is as hard as 3-Partition.
We can transform any solution to a YES-instance of 3-Partition to a solution of aircraft landing by simply ordering the sets A i arbitrarily and scheduling them in the following fashion:
At the beginning and the end of the sequence the two aircrafts carrying r − B/2 and r + B/2 passengers are assigned. In between a large aircraft is followed by a set of small aircrafts in an alternating fashion. It can be easily veried that such a sequence yields an objective value of B/2. Let us assume that there exists a feasible sequence with C ≤ B/2. In fact the existence of such a sequence depends critically on the assignment of the large airplanes. A large airplane can only be scheduled at a slot t if the previous slot has a deviation of
p∈P x pτ · g p − t · r denotes the actual deviation at slot t. Any smaller value d t−1 < −B/2 would immediately lead to a contradiction with C ≤ B/2, any larger value would lead to a deviation at t of d t = d t−1 + r + B − r > B/2 with d t−1 > −B/2 and also contradict C ≤ B/2. We can thus conclude that the deviation after the assignment of a large airplane at t is d t = B/2. As a consequence in between of any two large airplanes there needs to be a subsequence of other airplanes whose cumulated deviation is exactly −B. As there are q large airplanes, at least q − 1 subsequences of airplanes with a cumulated deviation of −B are required. Note that before the rst large airplane and after the last large airplane is assigned, the cumulated deviation needs to be brought from 0 to −B/2 and from B/2 to 0 respectively. It follows that the sequence needs to begin and end with a subsequence of planes with a cumulated deviation of −B/2.
It can be readily checked that a subsequence with a cumulative deviation of −B/2 cannot consist of small airplanes alone, as they show a deviation of −a p with B/4 < a p < B/2, so that the deviation of any single small plane is strictly larger than −B/2 while any two small planes already have a cumulated deviation strictly smaller than −B/2. It follows that plane 4q + 1 has to be assigned to the beginning of a sequence with C ≤ B/2, if 4q + 2 is assigned to the end and vice versa. While 4q + 1 immediately yields a deviation of −B/2, plane 4q + 2 requires an additional subset of small airplanes whose cumulated deviation is −B to yield a total cumulated deviation of −B/2. Together with the q − 1 subsets of small planes with a cumulated deviation of B in between the large planes this yields the required partition.
An instance of 3-Partition is thus a YES-instance if and only if there exists a solution
with C ≤ B/2 for the corresponding instance of ALP 1 , which means that ALP 1 is NPhard in the strong sense.
Reduction rule: Note that a problem instance of ALP 1 can be reduced by all planes carrying a number of passengers g p which equals target rate r because, independent of their landing position, these planes only restore the previous deviation and can, thus, not 7 lead to an increased maximum absolute deviation. After having determined an optimal solution with the reduced input data these planes can be scheduled at arbitrary sequence position without altering the objective value.
Solution Algorithms
In this section we develop an exact Dynamic Programming approach and two heuristic start procedures for solving instances of ALP 1 .
Dynamic Programming approach
The Dynamic Programming (DP) approach to solve ALP 1 is based on an acyclic digraph G = (V, E, w) with a node set V divided into T + 1 stages, a set E of arcs connecting nodes of adjacent stages and a node weighting function w : V → R (see Bautista et al., 1996; Boysen et al., 2007b , for related approaches to scheduling mixed-model assembly lines). Each position t of the landing sequence is represented by a stage which contains a subset V t ⊂ V of nodes representing states of the partial landing sequence up to position t. Additionally, a start level 0 is introduced. Each index i ∈ V t identies a state (t, i) dened by the vector X ti of binary indicators X tip of all planes p ∈ P already scheduled up to sequence position t. It is sucient to store the numbers of planes already landed instead of their exact partial sequence, because the actual number of landed passengers at sequence position t and, thus, the deviation from the ideal number only depends on the aircraft scheduled up to position t irrespective of their order.
The following conditions dene all feasible states to be represented as nodes of the graph:
Obviously, the node set V 0 contains only a single node (initial state (0, 1)) corresponding to the vector X 01 = [0, 0, . . . , 0]. Similarly, the node set V T contains a single node (nal state (T, 1)) with X T 1 = [1, 1, . . . , 1]. The remaining stages have a variable number of nodes depending on the number of dierent plane vectors X ti possible. Two nodes (t, i) and (t + 1, j) of two consecutive stages t and t + 1 are connected by an arc if the associated vectors X ti and X t+1j dier only in one element, i.e., exactly one plane is additionally scheduled in position t + 1. This is true if X tip ≤ X t+1jp holds for all p ∈ P , because both states are feasible according to (7) and (8) . The overall arc set is dened as follows:
Finally, node weights w ti assign the actual deviation of the partial sequence presented by state (t, i). For this purpose, the cumulative number of landed passengers p∈P X tip · Figure 2 : Example graph of DP for ALP 1 g p are to be compared with the ideal number (t · r), so that node weights are calculated as follows:
With this graph on hand, the problem reduces to nding a path from the source node at level 0 to the unique sink note at level T , which minimizes the maximum node weight (min-max weight path). This path can be easily determined during the stagewise construction of the graph by updating the min-max weight w mm ti utilized up to the actual node according to the following recursion formula, where P ti denotes the set of predecessor nodes of node (t, i):
The DP-approach does not need to store the complete graph but only the reference to a predecessor node (t − 1, j) ∈ P ti with minimum min-max weight w mm t−1j for each single node (t, i) of actual stage t. Any other node of the previous stage can be deleted. The optimal objective value corresponds to the min-max weight w mm T 1 of sink node (T, 1). The respective optimal landing sequence can be determined by backwards recursion along the stored predecessor nodes (along the optimal path). The plane to be assigned at sequence position t + 1 is the only one for which X t+1jp − Y tip = 1 holds.
Example: Given a set P of planes consisting of |P | = 4 aircrafts, which are supposed to carry 7, 10, 2 and 5 passengers, respectively. Thus, target rate r amounts to r = 6. The resulting graph along with a bold-faced optimal path is depicted in Figure 2 . The corresponding optimal landing sequence is π = {1, 3, 2, 4} resulting to a minimum maximum absolute deviation of C * = 3.
To further speed-up the procedure two extensions of basic DP are applied. The second extension of our basic DP approach utilizes the symmetry of landing sequences. It can be shown (see appendix) that any partial sequence leads to the same maximum deviation as its reverted counterpart. Furthermore a unication of two subsequences π and π with landings slots t = 1, . . . , t and t = t + 1, . . . , T lled with plane of sets P * ⊂ P and P = P \ P * , respectively, leads to maximum deviation that is equal to the maximum objective values of both subsequences. Consequently, the DP-graph merely needs to be constructed to its half, because for any node (t m , i) in medium stage
planes not in (t, i) has already been generated, so that both subsequences can be unied to a complete solution. Note that for an even slot number T medium stage t m and complementary stage t c are identical
), whereas an odd T results to diverging stages with t m = t c + 1. For each node i ∈ V t m the complementary node (t m , i) c can be determined as follows:
Thus, the optimal objective value C * amounts to:
It further holds that whenever the complement of a node i ∈ V t m has already been fathomed on the basis of an upper bound, it follows that also node (t m , i) leads to an objective value higher than the upper bound and can be discarded.
Example (cont.): The potential of the aforementioned extensions of basic DP to reduce the graph is depicted in Figure 3 for our example. The graph merely needs to be constructed up to stage t m = 2 with only 6 nodes remaining (instead of 16 with basic DP). In spite of the considered extensions, the number of states in the DP approaches raises exponentially with the number of planes |P |, so that two heuristic start procedures (H SP ) is developed to solve large ALP 1 -instances and/or to derive upper bounds. The rst method, called HSP 1 simply lls the solution vector π of elements π t (t = 1, . . . , T ) from left to right by xing an unscheduled plane p ∈ OU T at the actual decision point t. Each myopic sequencing decisions aims at avoiding an increase of the maximum absolute deviation, which especially impends from those planes whose passenger number g p deviates from target rate r, considerably. It seems desirable to minimize additional deviations caused by these planes, which is the easier the earlier these planes are scheduled. At the beginning of the sequence the degrees of freedom are higher to nd preceding planes, which enable an ecient scheduling of high deviation planes. Thus, we consecutively determine target planes tp ordered by decreasing deviation from the ideal rate: |g p − r|, (1) Determine the actual target plane tp, which is the one out of remaining planes p ∈ OU T deviating most from target rate r:
tp := argmax p∈OU T |g p − r| (14) (2) If scheduling target plane tp does not exceed the actual maximum deviation: |actdev+ g tp − r| ≤ maxdev, then select the target plane to be scheduled next: sel := tp and go to step (5).
(3) Select a preceding plane sel, which if scheduled at actual position t and target plane tp in position t + 1 causes least actual deviation:
sel := argmin p∈OU T \{tp} {max{|actdev + g p − r|, |actdev + g p + g tp − 2r|}} (15) (4) If the selected plane sel causes more deviation at the actual position than target plane tp: |actdev + g sel − r| > |actdev + g tp − r|, then select target plane: sel := tp.
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(5) OU T \{sel}; π t := sel; actdev := actdev+g sel −r; maxdev := max{maxdev, |actdev|}; t := t + 1 (6) If all planes are assigned then end the procedure, else proceed with step (1).
Example (cont.): For our example, the rst target plane tp is the one carrying 10 passengers (deviation from target rate +4). The best preceding plane is the one with 5 passengers, so that scheduling both planes at the rst two slots leaves behind an actual deviation of actdev = 3. The next target plane tp with 2 passengers can be directly scheduled without increasing maximum deviation, so that scheduling the remaining plane at the last position results to landing sequence π = {4, 2, 3, 1}, which is an optimal solution with C = maxdev = 3.
The second heuristic is based on a similar consideration, but more directly focuses on target planes. Note that according to the lower bound argumentation, the desired deviation before sequencing the target plane is exactly equal to gtp−r 2
. Any deviation from this value will result in an increased maximum deviation. Once a target plane has been identied, we could thus solve a special subset sum problem, which aims at identifying the subset of planes which comes as close as possible to this target deviation. Unfortunately the subset sum problem is well-known to be NP-hard, so that in the following heuristic HSP 2 , we will once again aim for a greedy solution. HSP 2 starts out the total set of planes identies the target plane. The set is then subdivided into a set of predecessors, whose cumulated deviation is as close as possible to the target deviation and a set of successors which contains all remaining planes. This process is then repeated for all generated sets until the total set of planes has been divided into an ordered 1-partition, which provides the sequence. The heuristic returns an ordered list of |P | sets each containing one plane, which yields the required sequence.
Computational study
The computational study shall evaluate the maximum size of input data up to which the DP approach can be reasonably applied as well as the solution quality of the heuristic approaches HSP 1 and HSP 2 to solve ALP 1 . As there exists no established test bed for ALP 1 , we rst elaborate on the generation of test instances: As input parameter for instance generation, we vary the number of planes given: |P | ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 22}. Per instance, each plane p in set P receives its number of passengers g p by randomly drawing an equally distributed integer number out of the interval [1; 1000]. For each set size |P | this procedure is repeated 20 times, so that in total 360 test instances are derived.
The results of the computational study are listed in Table 2 . For the optimal DP approach we report CPU-seconds (avg cpu) averaged over all 20 instances with equal number of planes |P |. Results of the heuristic HSP approaches consist of the average gap (avg gap) and maximum gap (max gap) from the optimum, where each single deviation is dened by:
, and C(HSP ) (C (DP )) denotes the objective value of the HSP approach (DP). The minimum objective value (min{H SP 1 ; HSP 2 }) of both HSP approaches is utilized as the upper bound solution for DP. All methods have been The results show that DP solves all 360 instances to optimality within a given time frame of 300 CPU-seconds with an average of only 13.4 CPU-seconds. |P | = 22 can be seen as an upper limit for reasonably applying DP, as with 23 planes no instance can be solved within the given time frame. On the other hand, the pure DP approach without the aforementioned extensions, i.e., bounded dynamic programming and graph reduction, can only solve instances with up to 18 planes within 300 CPU-seconds. Our heuristic HSP approaches perform satisfactorily as HSP 1 and HSP 2 result in an average (maximum) gap of 8.0% (42.5%) and 5.5% (38.8%), respectively. Interestingly, the performances of both heuristics are supplementary in the sense that the average gap can be with objective function (19) and constraints (1)- (3) and (20) hence minimizes target rate deviations:
subject to (1)-(3) and
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The auxiliary integer variables y at in equations (20) denote the number of landings per airline a up to slot t. The maximum absolute dierence between the actual number of landings per airline and the ideal number (t · r a ) per slot t and airline a is minimized by objective function (19).
Solution Algorithm
ALP 2 can be shown to be equivalent to the well known product rate variation problem (PRV), which deals with evenly spreading the copies of dierent models over the production cycles of a mixed-model assembly line. This problem was introduced by Miltenburg (1989), further prominent contributions stem from Inman and Buln (1991), Sethi (1991, 1994) as well as Steiner and Yeomans (1993) and detailed reviews can be found at Kubiak (1993) and Boysen et al. (2007a) . The equivalence between the PRV and ALP 2 becomes immediately obvious by exchanging the following terms: Instead of evenly distributing the landings per airline over landing slots the PRV aims at leveling the copies of models to be produced over production cycles, so that the terms planes are to be replaced by copies, airlines by models and landing slots by production cycles. For the PRV with min-sum objective and absolute as well as squared deviations Sethi (1991, 1994) introduce an exact solution procedure, which is based on a transformation to a linear assignment problem, with a runtime complexity of O(T 3 ). 
To take up slot t in set T ai the i-th plane scheduled in slot t may not exceed the given maximum deviation D (rst term of the condition) furthermore the postponement of this plane must be possible without causing an infeasible deviation of the preceding plane i − 1 in the preceding slot t − 1 (second term of the condition). If these sets T ai are 
Closer bounds are introduced by Kubiak (2004) . The lowest D ∈ D D for which the feasibility problem holds true is the minimum maximum deviation D and the optimal objective value of ALP 2 .
Example: Given |P | = 4 airlines (P = {1, 2, 3, 4}) with 3, 2, 1 and 1 planes to be landed, respectively. The resulting bipartite graph for a given maximum deviation of D = 4/7 is depicted in Figure 4 along with a bold faced perfect matching. The corresponding succession of airlines is π = {1, 2, 3, 1, 4, 2, 1}. The set of deviations D D , for which a matching problem is to be solved is D D = {4/7, 5/7, 6/7, 1}. As there exists a perfect matching for the minimum maximum deviation of D = 4/7 it is also the optimal solution value D = 4/7. consists of objective function (23) and is subject to constraints (1)- (3) and (24):
..,T ;a∈A |y at − t · r a | (23) subject to (1)- (3) and
The auxiliary variable y at of equations (24) denote the cumulated number of passengers of planes of airline a assigned up to slot t. This airline specic number of passengers should approximate the ideal number of passengers per airline (t · r a ) as is expressed in objective function (23) .
ALP 3 can be seen as a special version of a multi-output rate variation problem. Since ALP 3 further contains ALP 1 as a special case, the problem is likewise NP-hard in the strong sense.
Solution Algorithms
To solve ALP 3 , we rst show how to adopt the Dynamic Programming (DP) approach of ALP 1 and then discuss some heuristic procedures, which are based on a decomposition of ALP 3 into the both versions of ALP (ALP 1 and ALP 2 ) previously considered.
Dynamic Programming approach
To solve ALP 3 to optimality, the DP approach developed for ALP 1 can be applied nearly unmodied. The structure of the graph remains identical, only the weighting function (10) to calculate the resulting deviation for each node (t, i) needs to be adopted:
Furthermore, both extension of basic DP designed for ALP 1 can be applied to ALP 3 , as well. An upper bound can be derived, e.g. by the heuristic approaches described in Section 5.2.2, which serves as a standard of comparison to exclude nodes with higher weights from the graph. since the symmetry property proven for ALP 1 , likewise holds for ALP 3 , the same principles for a graph reduction can be applied.
Example: Given are |A| = 2 airlines with |P a | = 3 planes each to be landed. The number of passengers on the planes 1, 2 and 3 of airline a = 1 are 3, 8 and 7, respectively. Planes 4, 5 and 6 belong to airline a = 2 with passenger numbers 3, 2 and 7, respectively. For these given input data the target rates result to r 1 = 3 and r 2 = 2. The belonging DP-graph is depicted in Figure 5 . An upper bound value of U B = 4 is assumed, which is 17 Figure 5 : Example graph of DP with extensions for ALP 3 applied to reduce the number of nodes to be constructed. A bold faced optimal solution with objective value C * = 3 represents the landing sequence π = {5, 3, 6, 1, 2, 4}.
Decomposition approach
To derive a heuristic start procedure, ALP 3 can be decomposed into |A| ALP 1 problems to determine the sequence of planes for each airline separately (rst step) and a single ALP 2 problem to assign the landing slots to airlines (second step). For both steps two slightly dierent alternatives exist, which are described in the following:
Step 1: For each airline a separate sequence of planes is determined by solving |A| ALP 1 problems with the heuristic start procedures HSP introduced in Section 3.3.2. Note that determining exact solutions for the ALP 1 problems, for instance by our DP approach, is no serious alternative, as |A| NP-hard problems need to be solved. However, there are two alternatives of how to derive the respective input data for ALP 1 from a given ALP 3 instance:
• An ALP 1 instance for any airline a ∈ A can be extracted by considering exclusively the planes P a of the respective airline. Consequently, the number of possible landing slots T is reduced to the number |P a | of actual planes. This advancement, which we label as time-reduced (abbreviated by ALP T R to r(1) = 6 (airline 1) and r(2) = 4 (airline 2), respectively. If the HSP 2 -heuristic is applied the resulting landing sequences are π(1) = {2, 1, 3} (airline 1) and π(2) = {4, 6, 5} (airline 2).
• As can be shown by example, an optimal solution of ALP T R 1 is not order-preserving, if empty slots, i.e., further landings of other airlines, are inserted. This means that an insertion of empty planes (with g p = 0) may alter the original optimal landing sequence of planes (with g p > 0) within the modied instance. Note that the optimal solution is only order-preserving when adding the neutral element with g p = r (see Section 3.2). Thus, there might be a considerable dierence between optimal landing sequences of two ALP 1 instances, which either operate on a reduced planning horizon (see alternative 1 above) or preserve the number of landing slots of the original ALP 3 instance. The latter alternative is labeled as time-preserving (abbreviated by ALP T P 1 ) and bases on the following preparation of ALP 3 input data for any airline a: any input data of ALP 3 is transferred to ALP 1 , except for passenger numbers of all planes not belonging to airline a, which are overwritten by zero, so that g p = 0 ∀ p / ∈ P a . Example (cont.): The target rates of both time-preserving ALP T P 1 instances are r(1) = 3 (airline 1) and r(2) = 2 (airline 2), respectively. For airline 1, the solution obtained by HSP 2 is {0, 2, 0, 3, 0, 1}, which is to be reduced to the respective landing sequence π(1) of airline 1: π(1) = {2, 3, 1}. The ALP 1 solution for airline 2 amounts to {0, 6, 0, 0, 4, 5} and a landing sequence π(2) = {6, 4, 5}.
Step 2: Furthermore, there are also two alternatives of how to solve the remaining problem, which allocates landing slots to airlines:
• The problem can be solved independent of the airlines' landing sequences obtained rst step, which means that an original ALP 2 problem is extracted from an ALP 3 instance. This requires the preparation of the following input data: A := A, T := T and r a := Again, the procedure bases on a decomposition into a set of feasibility problems with diverging maximum deviations D given. The bipartite graph, for which it is to be decided of whether a perfect matching exists, contains of two node sets on the one hand representing the planes in the given sequence π a for any airline a and on the other hand the landing slots. The set of edges connecting both node sets can be determined with the help of a modied formula (21) , which derives the sets T ai of feasible landing slots for the i-th plane in sequence π a of airline a:
Whenever there exists a perfect matching for the aforementioned graph, the respective feasibility problem is a yes-instance, so that there exists an assignment of slots to airlines in the given landing sequence π a per airline a not exceeding given maximum deviation D. Furthermore, we need to adopt the calculation of lower and upper bounds of possible deviation levels. Lower bound D is set to the minimum deviation possible, when xing the rst plane: D = min a∈A max{|g π a1 − r a |; max a ∈A\{a} {r a }} (27) The actual deviation at slot t = 1, when assigning the rst plane π a1 out of the given landing sequence of airline a amounts to the maximum of the deviations directly caused by scheduling the rst plane of airline a and the deviations arising by not scheduling a plane of the other airlines a ∈ A \ {a}. The minimum over all airlines a ∈ A determines lower bound D.
On the other hand, upper bound D bases on the consideration that in the worst case all planes p ∈ P + a of an airline a, whose passenger number g p exceed target rate r a , follow directly one after another alternated by all other planes with g p < r a . The plane sets P + a are dened as follows: P + a = {p ∈ P a |g p > r a } ∀ a ∈ A. In this worst-case scheduling pattern the maximum deviation always occurs in the |P + a |-th position irrespective of the actual sequence of the planes in P + a , so that upper bound D can be determined as follows: The results are listed in Table 4 . We only report the results of DP and both ALP D The employed evaluation criteria are described in Section 3.4.
Just like for ALP 1 , the DP approach can solve all instances up tp |P | = 22 within a given time-frame of 300 CPU-seconds. In total the DP approach performs slightly worse for ALP 3 than for AP L 1 , which is explained by the less tight upper bounds for this problem. We apply the minimum objective value of the decomposition approaches as the upper bound for DP (min{(1); (2)}). 
Conclusions
The paper on hand investigates a novel class of objective functions for ALP, which aims at balancing the workload of ground sta at airports. Three dierent objective functions are considered, for each of which complexity results and exact as well as heuristic solution procedures are presented. However, the ndings rest on a set of simplifying assumptions which limit a direct application to real-world settings. This is discussed in more detail in the following:
• In real-world landing problems, planes are bound to earliest and latest landing times. Earliest landing times e p can be calculated on the basis of the remaining distance to be covered by a plane p and its maximum velocity. Latest landing times l p are determined on the basis of the fuel level and the most fuel-ecient speed the plane can take while circling in the airspace of the airport. Earliest and latest landing times can be easily incorporated in the models for ALP 1 to ALP 3 by adding the following constraint:
To solve the resulting problems, our exact DP approach can be easily extended.
As each arc represents a scheduling of a plane at a specic landing slots, all arcs, which would result in an untimely landing, merely need to be excluded from the graph with the eligible side eect of reducing the graph structure and accelerating the solution process.
• Furthermore, the controllers typically need to consider minimum separation times between consecutive aircrafts to account for air turbulences and ensure save landings. These separation times are sequence-dependent as the extent of evoked (by predecessors) and tolerable (by successors) turbulence depends on the dimensions of the respective planes. In such a setting, ALP is no longer a sequencing problem but becomes a scheduling problem, where the length T of the schedule depends on the succession of planes. Consequently, the target rates r can not be calculated prior to determining a solution. This complicates the solution process as it is impossible to exactly quantify the contribution of solution parts to the objective value, so that the consequences of single scheduling decisions while constructing a solution can not be exactly valuated. Thus, it is a challenging task for future research to combine leveling objectives with sequence-dependent separation times.
As was presented in Section 1, there are other very important objectives to be regarded in ALP. Thus, especially multi-objective optimization approaches seem an important contribution of future research, in which the leveling objectives presented within the paper on hand should be a valuable component to facilitate ecient airport operations.
g πτ + r · t = −d t which in turn means that both partial sequences will yield the same objective values. We can thus conclude that a partial sequence which is optimal for a given subset of planes and a starting deviation of zero, can be inverted to yield the optimal sequence for the corresponding problem of optimally sequencing the same subset with a starting deviation of r · t * − p∈P * .
This insight has direct consequences for the determination of optimal sequences as part of the dynamic programming approach. Each node of the presented graph yields the optimal partial sequence π for a particular subset of planes P * with a length t * and a deviation at this slot of d t * = p∈P * g p −r·t * . In order to obtain a solution, the remaining subproblem constitutes in constructing an optimal partial sequence π of length T − t * of the remaining planes P \ P * with a starting deviation of d 0 = p∈P * g p − r · t * . Once this partial sequence π is found it can be appended to π to yield a solution.
Obviously, this solution is not necessarily optimal for the overall problem, since there is no compelling reason why sequencing the subset of P * planes rst should result to an optimal overall sequence. As the dynamic program, however, ensures that all subsets of planes are considered at every stage, the best determined sequence over all pairs needs to be optimal. Now, consider a problem with an even number of planes T E . We pick a random node N at stage t * = T E /2 of the graph with a sequence π of planes P * a deviation at slot d T E /2 = p∈P * g p − r · T E /2 and an objective value of C π . At the same stage of the graph we can nd a corresponding node N with an optimal partial sequence π of planes P \ P * with an objective value of C π . This sequence has a deviation of d T E /2 = p∈P \P * g p − r · T E /2. Due to (33) sequence π can be reverted to yield the optimal partial sequence for the corresponding subproblem of sequencing the same planes with a starting deviation of −d T E /2
. We can use this information to determince the optimal objective value of any solution which starts with a partial sequence of π. In fact it holds that −d T E /2 = d T E /2 as is easily shown by insertion:
It follows that the inversion of pi directly yields the optimal solution to the subproblem of node N . Due to the symmetry, the inversion of π likewise yields the optimal solution of the subproblem of N . N and N can thus be seen as partner nodes, since their partial sequences can be combined to yield two solutions of the same objective value.
Since both partial sequences are optimal regarding their corresponding subproblems, the best objective value of any possible solution which begins with a partial sequence of π or π , respectively, is simply determined by M ax{C π , C π }. Instead of continuing the generation of nodes, we can abort the procedure at this stage and determine the solution values by nding the corresponding partner node to each node N . The optimal solution for the overall problem is hence retrieved by nding the combination of partner nodes, which yields the lowest objective value.
Elaborated search techniques, such as hash tables, allow an inspection of a vast amount of nodes in short computation times. Over more, if a corresponding partner node has already been fathomed on the basis of a lower bound and can thus not be found in the stage, the node on hand can be discarded as well.
If the number of planes is uneven T U , the graph can be constructed until stage 1 + T U /2 and the partner nodes are found in stage T U /2 . With the help of this method the eort for node construction can be considerably reduced which should speed up the procedure signicantly.
